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For more than 20 years, I was a high school chemistry and physics teacher. Of those years, the experience that most impacted my teaching was the ongoing conversations I had with two fellow teachers of chemistry about the lessons we taught. We talked about the details, the teaching, the management issues but most of all we talked about what students learned and didn’t learn. We edited, revised, deleted, reconsidered and rethought the lessons. That was an important point because we respected one another as teachers, and we were very concerned that our students did not always learn.

What Are the Essential Elements of Lesson Study?

I recently asked a large group of California teachers how many of them had seen a promising educational approach discarded before it had been given a reasonable try. Every hand went up. Teachers volunteered several reasons that innovations fail so regularly. Many innovations are “watered down” or reduced to a few ritualistic activities by the time they reach the local school sites, where trainers may be several generations removed from the innovation’s originators. Local educators may be pressured to implement features of an innovation quickly, without understanding their underlying purpose.

For the last ten years, I have conducted research in Japan on Lesson Study, the core form of professional development for Japanese teachers. In the Lesson Study cycle, teachers work together to:

1. Think carefully about the goals of a particular lesson, unit, and subject area
2. Study and improve the best available lessons
3. Deepen our subject-matter knowledge

Lesson Study is credited for the shift from “teaching as telling” to “teaching for understanding” in Japanese mathematics and science education, and is highly valued both by Japanese teachers and administrators. Although Lesson Study is rapidly emerging in sites across the United States (refs), the history of other educational innovations should make us wary. Will Lesson Study be hastily implemented and quickly discarded like so many other once-promising educational innovations?

Unfortunately, Lesson Study and other innovations do not come with features neatly labeled “superficial” or “essential” so we know just how to implement them. To make matters worse, many features of Lesson Study will no doubt have to be adapted for the very different educational environment of the U.S. How are we to know what is a beneficial adaptation and what a “lethal mutation?” (ref)

The essence of Lesson Study is a deep intellectual involvement of teachers in the learning of their students and the act of teaching that enables this to take place. At many of the CSP regional sites, there are groups of teachers involved in Lesson Study. They are enthusiastic, motivated and proving that teachers are engaged and critical professionals willing to engage with others and examine science lessons.

The quality of teaching can and is improved as teachers provide the opportunities to work with fellow teachers in a highly focused effort centered on student learning. The more that Lesson Study becomes common practice for all teachers, for teachers in your school or part of what you do, the greater the impact on the quality of teaching and student learning.

Published recently by Research for Better Schools (www.rbs.org), the handbook also highlights the practical know-how developed by educators in the San Mateo-Foster City School District (CA) and other U.S. settings to bring to life Lesson Study in the United States. Chapter 4 of the Handbook, excerpted here, summarizes the opportunities that well-designed Lesson Study should provide, which are also laid out in Figure 1.

1. Think carefully about the goals of a particular lesson, unit, and subject area

A U.S. teacher described the impact of Lesson Study on his instruction:

“The most notable change in my lesson planning and teaching has been the questions that I ask myself. The first question I ask myself about a lesson is ‘what do I want the students to learn from this lesson?’ While this may seem an obvious question to ask, it was never something I asked myself until I began the Lesson Study process. The question I was asking myself before Lesson Study was more like ‘what am I covering today?’

2. Study and improve the best available lessons

U.S. teachers beginning Lesson Study often assume that lessons should be original, but in fact Lesson Study typically builds on and improves the best available lessons and unit plans. For example, the teachers featured in the video “Can You Lift 100 Kilograms?” began by comparing several different unit plans for teaching levers. As teachers draw on the best available lessons, and add, test, and report their modifications, the quality of lessons steadily improves.

3. Deepen our subject-matter knowledge

Lesson Study provides opportunities to discuss the academic content of lessons. For example, U.S. and Japanese Lesson Study groups have discussed issues like the following in the course of planning or analyzing lessons:

- When students move a solar battery closer to a light source and when they add a bulb to the light source, are students correct to describe both of these as “intensifying the light on the solar battery?”

Engaging in the sciences: challenging our understanding and knowing what we understand (Sacramento Area Science Project)
The final bell rang 15 minutes ago, and three high school science teachers chat in a classroom. During this impromptu meeting, these teachers from the Lesson Study team at Natomas High relive a lesson referring to it in much the same way a team of scientists might talk as they consider—and reconsider—the results and implications of an experiment. I am struck with the intensity and pasrive nature of their discourse about what happened and what could be done differently, and as they develop their arguments and hypotheses for things they observed. Though the lesson happened weeks ago, conversations about assessing what the students were thinking and how the lesson bridged to other concepts or units continue as if the lesson is still underway. The teachers are talking about something that is truly important.

What is about this process we call Lesson Study that ignites and invites deep thought and careful consideration by teachers about what is important for student learning in science? Given the consuming and demanding nature of teachers’ worlds, why do these teachers voluntarily meet for at least 30 hours throughout the year and commit to doing additional research and work on their own time? What is available through this opportunity that makes it so completely approachable, so contagious, and so important to them? Answers to these questions can easily be found in literature about practitioner research—’not the typical domain in which one finds ideas about Lesson Study, but a domain that I argue offers it a good theoretical home.

I know of only one Lesson Study team in the greater Sacramento Area, but the tenor of these teachers’ conversations and reasons for their commitment are intensely familiar to me. As Coordinator of the Teacher Research Program at the CRESS Center in the School of Education at UC Davis, 1 I work with groups of teachers who voluntarily commit to investigate aspects of their teaching, and who meet and engage in passionate and thoughtful conversations about their teaching practice and student learning, akin to the conversations of the Lesson Study teachers.

Two key leaders of the Natomas High Lesson Study team, Rich Hedman and Cristina McFadden, participated in a CRESS Teacher Research group sponsored by the Sacramento Area Science Project (SASP) during the two years prior to formulating and facilitating their current Lesson Study group. As Teacher Researchers, Rich and Cristina met for 30+ hours throughout a school year with science teachers from other schools. They developed research questions about their own practices, collected and analyzed classroom-based data, wrote and revised research reports, engaged in intense deep discourse about teaching and learning science, and they presented their work at the American Educational Research Association Conference in New Orleans. Could that experience have played a role in the success and vitality of the Lesson Study group they have established and now foster at their school? I suggest it has and that it is a significant role. As Lesson Study struggles to gather momentum in this country, perhaps reimagining it with the well-established and respected traditions of Teacher Action research (practitioner research) would help to define its nature and give it a bit more clout. This will mean drawing from what we know about practitioner research in this country and setting the stage for Lesson Study in perhaps slightly different ways.

Catherine Lewis suggests that Lesson Study has a role to play in the U.S. but that we need to find effective ways to adapt it to the cultural settings within our educational system; 3 after all, distinctions between Japanese and U.S. educational systems are apparent. Forming out how to maintain the spirit and value of Lesson Study as it exists in Japan within our own world of educational accountability and reform has been a challenge. I suggest that rather than translate Lesson Study primarily within science education, math education, or even professional development domains, we align Lesson Study alongside the strong, well-established, respected traditions of action research and teacher research.

IMPLICATIONS OF LESSON STUDY FOR ENGLISH LEARNERS

by Fred Cobb, Ph.D., CESP ELD Specialist

Each step in the organization of Lesson Study as focusing on goals and content, planning study lessons, teaching and observing lessons, discussing instruction, revising and reteaching, and filing the lesson study report—provides opportunities for observing English Learners (EL) and their work and constructing improved instructional strategies. At each point, we consider the short and long term progress of our science students.

Within the CESP, we work to meet the challenge of making standards-based instruction comprehensible to EL and to provide the opportunity for these students to develop the academic discourse to succeed in the science curriculum. As we consider individual standards, we may lose sight of larger goals for EL. Lesson Study asks us to consider how close we are working toward these larger goals for EL.

What do we mean by these larger goals? Specifically, for these second language learners, this means gradually developing English proficiency that approximates that of their English-speaking peers, that permits successful participation in the school’s academic program and provides students with skills to meet most course needs. Students can then read, comprehend and write to meet most academic demands of the discipline at grade level. It means being reclassified as fluent English proficient using multiple criteria, and graduating from high school. In addition, we want these students to be scientifically literate and capable of building connections between science, technology and society.
by Arthur Beauchamp and Kendall Zoller, Site Directors of the Sacramento Area Science Project

Two hurdles in the path of improving teaching and school improvement in California are: 1) structuring time for teachers to engage in the process of improving teaching and 2) actually having a structure to engage in the process of improving teaching. Lesson Study provides a promising structure and methodology for improvement. When teachers engage in Lesson Study, both lessons and teaching are improved. The authors of The Teaching Gap, James Stigler and James Hiebert, point out that “the teacher” is not broken, but rather the education system and the lack of tools and structures for improving the act of teaching.

The time conundrum is perhaps best solved at the site level. Schools have differing opportunities for allocating time and are best suited for finding or making available teachers time for collaborative work. With the myriad of challenges and regulations facing schools today it will take a variety of creative ways of setting aside time to make Lesson Study (or any method of improvement) a systematic feature of a school or district. Schools might link Lesson Study to Program Quality Reviews, Western Association of Schools and Colleges, or School Improvement Plans and thereby encourage time for collegial discourse and lesson improvement. Lesson Study provides an incentive for aggressively pursuing the time issue as it has a definable product which teachers can use to change instruction – namely the lesson. Lesson Study directly provides a setting and methodology for collegial discourse, teacher reflection, common consideration of student work, design of lessons, and assessment of those lessons. Each cycle of Lesson Study by a group of teachers produces a highly scrutinized, tested, and refined lesson. The developed lessons have objectives, outcomes and measures of those outcomes. But more than that, each cycle also produces professional growth in all the participants in the process.

Lesson Study presents a great opportunity to affect teaching and school change. It has the potential to operate effectively within school cultures, and it has the signature of consistent change over time. Once established it can take place with minimal external management. Since observation and critique are explicitly limited and focused on with lesson analysis and lesson improvement, teachers generally do not feel as threatened as under some other forms of scrutiny or change.

In its current limited usage, Lesson Study is not perceived as highly prescriptive. Yet, it is rigorous. One of the challenges to spreading the acceptance of and participation in Lesson Study will be the conservation of this “non-mandated” and “non-punitive” climate. A climate that is respected by the participants and highly valued learning, understanding, and growth.

Lesson Study: Creating Better Lessons, Creating Better Teachers

by Rich Hedman, Teacher, Natomas High School, Sacramento

I became a convert to Lesson Study while reading James Stigler’s and James Hiebert’s The Teaching Gap, as part of a Sacramento Area Science Project (SASSP) Summer Institute. With support from the SASSP last year I gathered together a team of five interested teachers to conduct Lesson Study at our site. We met for two hours approximately once every three weeks after school. Unlike most school-related meetings, each of us found ourselves actually looking forward to the Lesson Study meetings. As team member Erik Nenmar wrote, “None of the [other] meetings were as productive for my professional growth, or as enjoyable, as Lesson Study meetings.” We enjoyed the meetings because we actually talked about something we love—something we, incredibly, never talk about at our other school-related meetings—teaching our students.

We began by defining a student learning goal, aligned with the California Science Content Standards, that addressed a challenge to student understanding. Independently, we each conducted research on the learning goal, searching for existing lessons on the topic, and enhancing our own understanding of the content in the process. Meeting as a team to review the research we had collected, we slowly began to map out a rough lesson on our student learning goal that suited the needs of our students, in our classrooms, at our school site. As the meetings continued, we began turning our rough stone of a lesson plan into a shining gem. When we thought we had developed “the perfect lesson,” we invited other science teachers and SASSP leaders to critique it, and incorporated suggestions we felt would enhance the lesson. One team member taught the final lesson while the rest of us carefully observed certain things, such as specific lab groups, students with different skill levels, and timing. After the lesson was taught, we discussed our observations, noted what needed to be changed, and modified accordingly. At the conclusion of last year’s Lesson Study, each teacher wrote a short reflection on their experiences, all overwhelmingly positive. One of our team members, Cristina McFadden, wrote the following: “For me Lesson Study was, in part, about working with other teachers to develop a lesson so that our students could be as successful as possible. It was also about bringing together teachers from different grade levels, subjects and backgrounds to talk about teaching. We were able to get into the nitty gritty of teaching, not just the surface. I have planned units and lessons before, but I have never in such detail or with such extreme collaboration. Our end product, a single lesson, was truly a showcase of every teacher in our group. Every voice was heard, every idea dissected for its viability within the lesson. And through it all I was left with the knowledge that not only was I improving one lesson (a lesson I would never teach in fact), but every lesson I will teach in the future.”

I was originally drawn to Lesson Study because it seemed a very logical and simple way to improve teaching, one lesson at a time. With my science background, I could envision the slow but steady improvement in lessons over time, the evolution of lessons better suited to the student environment through “teacher-selection.” However, later I began to realize that the process was much more important than the product. Lesson Study was the catalyst that forced us to engage in deep conversations about teaching. The process required us to reflect on our teaching practices and to construct our own meanings of teaching pedagogy. We were able to get into the nitty gritty of teaching, not just the surface. I have planned units together teachers from different grade levels, subjects and backgrounds to talk about teaching.

The Opportunity and Challenge of Lesson Study

The time conundrum is perhaps best solved at the site level. Schools have differing opportunities for allocating time and are best suited for finding or making available teachers time for collaborative work. With the myriad of challenges and regulations facing schools today it will take a variety of creative ways of setting aside time to make Lesson Study (or any method of improvement) a systematic feature of a school or district. Schools might link Lesson Study to Program Quality Reviews, Western Association of Schools and Colleges, or School Improvement Plans and thereby encourage time for collegial discourse and lesson improvement. Lesson Study provides an incentive for aggressively pursuing the time issue as it has a definable product which teachers can use to change instruction – namely the lesson. Lesson Study directly provides a setting and methodology for collegial discourse, teacher reflection, common consideration of student work, design of lessons, and assessment of those lessons. Each cycle of Lesson Study by a group of teachers produces a highly scrutinized, tested, and refined lesson. The developed lessons have objectives, outcomes and measures of those outcomes. But more than that, each cycle also produces professional growth in all the participants in the process.

Lesson Study presents a great opportunity to affect teaching and school change. It has the potential to operate effectively within school cultures, and it has the signature of consistent change over time. Once established it can take place with minimal external management. Since observation and critique are explicitly limited and focused on with lesson analysis and lesson improvement, teachers generally do not feel as threatened as under some other forms of scrutiny or change.

In its current limited usage, Lesson Study is not perceived as highly prescriptive. Yet, it is rigorous. One of the challenges to spreading the acceptance of and participation in Lesson Study will be the conservation of this “non-mandated” and “non-punitive” climate. A climate that is respected by the participants and highly valued learning, understanding, and growth.

Using Technology to Support, Enhance and Extend the Basic Principles of Lesson Study

by Lane Rankin, Lecturer, California State University, San Bernardino, and Gary Oden, CSP Technology Specialist

Since the release of the third International Mathematics and Science Study, considerable research has been conducted on the professional development of American and Japanese teachers. One of the key concepts identified is the effectiveness of the Lesson Study process utilized by Japanese teachers. Since World War II, Japan has made a steady improvement in mathematics and science instruction. Researchers credit much of this to teacher-led Lesson Study. Even though the current research reveals the effectiveness of this model, there are several obstacles facing American teachers attempting to implement it in their classrooms. However, various forms of technology can assist teachers in enhancing and extending Lesson Study in their classrooms. How can technology assist in overcoming obstacles and allowing time to enhance the Lesson Study? Experts and researchers of Lesson Study have posted articles and videos that support the implementation efforts of educators on the internet. Teachers interested in implementing Lesson Study will find outstanding resources to help them understand and actually guide them through the process in their own classrooms. Several online resources have been identified by the CSP and can be found at http://csmp.ucop.edu/csp/resources/lessonstudy.html. Utilizing a variety of technologies, such as internet resources, e-mail, video and other online communication tools, can assist teachers in the Lesson Study areas of planning, teaching, observing, and critiquing lessons. In planning the lesson, teachers can use the internet to gather resources and enhance their content knowledge. Teachers can communicate and share their planning ideas via e-mail, discussion boards, or chat technology. Utilizing technology will allow teachers to plan lessons at times of their choice so they are not confined to working on their lesson during school time. Utilizing the internet will also allow teachers to access experts in the content area of the lesson. The technology opens the planning process to a much greater degree, effectively enhancing the Lesson Study process. The most common method for teachers to observe a Lesson Study lesson is to be present in the classroom, however, the usual American time structure does

continued on page four
4. Think Deeply about Our Long-term Goals for Students

During Lesson Study, teachers consider the ideal qualities they hope students will have five or ten years in the future, their current qualities, and the gap between the two. This long-term, whole-child focus is illustrated by Japanese Lesson Study goals, for example, to nurture students who “take pleasure in friendships and learning,” “hold their own” as “a lot of [American] schools develop mission statements, but we don’t do anything with them. The mission statements get put in a drawer and then teachers become cynical because the mission statements don’t go anywhere. Lesson Study also provides a means for teachers to develop their evidence-gathering skills and ability to see a lesson from the student’s point of view.

Developing “the eyes to see children” is, in the view of many Japanese educators, the most important goal of Lesson Study.

7. Develop Powerful Instructional Knowledge

Lesson Study also builds instructional knowledge that can be applied across diverse lessons. San Mateo-Foster City teachers list among their learnings from Lesson Study many instructional strategies applicable across lessons, for example: use of the blackboard to keep a continuous lesson record; the realization that minor variations in the problem posed and the manipulatives could “make or break” the lesson, and the importance of creating a hunger for mathematical terminology rather than just introducing it. The teachers of “Can You Lift 100 Kilograms?” discovered that students gave very different responses when asked to look at an actual 220-pound sack and then when given an illustration of the sack on a worksheet. Through Lesson Study, teachers develop and improve teaching strategies that can be applied throughout the curriculum, such as how to pose a good “hatsumon” (major question or problem) that will sustain students’ interest throughout the lesson and how to use debates to maximize student participation in discussions, and how to foster student note-taking and reflection (ref).

8. See One’s Own Teaching Through the Eyes of Colleagues and Students

As they plan a lesson together, members of a Lesson Study group learn about their own assumptions about teaching, and how those may differ from those held by other teachers. Collection of data during research lessons reveals the lesson through student experiences. As a Japanese teacher eloquently notes, research lessons provide a mirror on one’s practice: “A lesson is like a swiftly flowing river; when you’re teaching you must make judgments instantly. When you do a research lesson, your colleagues write down your words and the students’ words. Your real profile as a teacher is revealed to you for the first time.”

As U.S. teachers learn about Lesson Study, it may be tempting to think of it as a codified set of procedures for planning, conducting, analyzing, and revising a lesson. But the key to successful Lesson Study in the U.S. may be attention to the experiences in Figure 1.

In conclusion, as Lesson Study continues to gain popularity, new technology is extending the power of the collaborative effort.
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12. Educators go to a mission statement, makes it real, and brings it to life.”
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